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Welcome to the first interview in The Conscious Shop Stories! I came across Patrice from Zurii

after I arrived in Uganda a few months ago, a friend recommended I check out her website as

she’s a fellow Australian who spends a lot of time in East Africa. Patrice runs Zurii from

Brisbane, Australia and regularly visits Uganda to meet with the women artisans who hand

make beautiful jewellery from largely recycled materials. In our chat Patrice shares with us her

journey running a social enterprise and how her first trip to Uganda changed the course of her

life. She also sheds some light on the issues women face in Uganda and one woman’s story

that’s stuck with her. I’m excited to share Patrice’s interview with you as my first Conscious

Shop Story – Enjoy!

Your Story
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Tell us about your background and how it lead you to where you’re now.

My passion lies in socially conscious fashion, but my background is in journalism and

communications. I’ve worked on leading publications in Australia and the UK, and managed

content and communications for several brands. While I loved the challenge and strategic

thinking required in these roles, there was always something missing. I didn’t know it at the

time, but that ‘something’ was the buzz that comes from being part of a socially conscious

business. It was through my last role that I ended up on a leadership program in Uganda. The

idea for Zurii was born on that trip.

Where do you live? Any favourite local haunts?

I live in Brisbane, Australia. My favourite local haunt is James Street. I can lose hours between

the great restaurants, bars and fashion brands. St Bart’s (a Caribbean inspired lifestyle store) is

my guilty pleasure.

If I wasn’t running Zurii I’d be…

Writing content and developing communications strategies for clients.

I can’t start my day until…

I’ve checked several news websites. It’s the journalist in me. I can’t break the habit!

You’ll never see me without…

Chocolate and an iPhone.

What does a typical day look like for you?

Crazy… but the good kind of crazy. No two days are the same, but they usually include a

combination of searching for new artisans and communities of women to work with,

developing new product ideas, finding inspiration, themes and locations for our next photo

shoot, executing marketing strategies and managing our social media presence… just for a

start!



Best piece of advice you’ve been given…

You make your own luck.

Patrice learning to bead with one of her artisans in Uganda recently.

Your business journey so far
How did you come up with the concept for Zurii?

The word ‘Zurii’ means beautiful in Swahili. The label was born during a trip to Uganda in 2013.

As a lover of fashion, I was amazed by the beauty and quality of the handmade African

jewellery. I was equally shocked by the limited opportunities available to the incredible women

crafting these pieces. With that, Zurii came to life.

Today we work directly with women artisans in developing nations, ensuring they receive fair

wages and working conditions. Our aim is to bring together those looking for beautiful and

largely sustainable jewellery with those making it, empowering women and communities in the

process.
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Behind the scenes of my business looks like…

A bright ,colourful explosion of necklaces, bangles and earrings. A great bonus of running a

jewellery label is the array of incredible pieces you have to choose from when getting dressed

each morning!

This year I’m most excited about…

Finding new communities of women to work with. Our goal is to support women artisans from

a myriad of developing nations across the globe. We believe there are so many talented women

out there who just need support and opportunity to start making their mark on the world.

From the customer side, I am excited about the chance to bring new ethically produced

accessories to shoppers and fashion lovers, giving them greater choice.

Who else is in your team?

The heart of our label is obviously the talented women handcrafting our range. We also have a

brilliant photographer and a stylist who help bring our vision for the brand to life.

What did your family and friends say when you started?

They we all incredibly supportive. In fact, it was my husband and girlfriends who convinced me

it was the right decision to jump in headfirst and chase a dream. When my confidence waned or

I questioned my sanity, they were there to propel me forward. My advice to anyone starting a

business or chasing a dream is to surround yourself with positive people, their energy and

support is crucial.

What are some other social enterprises you like?

TOMS is an absolute favourite. I love their business model and their ethos.

I also admire brands such as FashionABLE and One Another, that have a great fashion/lifestyle and

ethical focus.



Tell us more about women in Uganda
What are the main issues for women in Uganda?

Two of the biggest challenges are low wages and lack of opportunity. Low wages make it very

difficult for women to simply survive and provide for their families. The lack of opportunity

compounds the problem. While many women have up-skilled and learnt how to bead, for

example, there is little demand for their products locally, limiting their ability to generate

income.

What’s one woman’s story that’s stuck with you?

The story of Kevine, one of our beautiful artisans always sticks with me. Before partnering with

Zurii, Kevine was working six days a week, 12 hours a day digging rocks in a local quarry. The

intense manual labour was damaging her health and she struggled to feed her family on the low

wage of $2 per day.

She now has access to fair wages and the chance to gain financial independence. Best of all, she

has stopped working in the quarry. She has also stepped up within her community, teaching

other women how to make jewellery.
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About Erin
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What do you love most about working with women in Uganda?

Their genuine warmth and zest for life, despite their challenges. Their resilience astounds and

inspires me. Ugandan women are incredibly strong.

Find out more about Zurii
 

Website: zurii.com.au

Facebook: facebook.com/zuriistyle

Instagram: @zuriistyle

Pinterest: @zuriistyle

Twitter: @zuriistyle

What was your favourite part of Patrice’s journey? Let me know what you think below  xx

Want to stay up to date with The Conscious Shop Stories? Sign up below for monthly

emails.
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